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My index finger was numb for a month and is still susceptible to
Raynaud's phenomenon in the cold weather. Nearly a year latermy
two finger typing is somewhat hampered by a peculiar sensation in
one of them. But I can't complain; at least now I feel like a real
expeditionary. And things could havebeen worsefor close relatives
of Grosphus palpator (and it did provoke palpitations) account for a
fair number ofadult deaths in India. That will teach meto brag that
notiing exciting ever happens to me.

I am indebted to Napp Laboratories for contributing the morphine

sulphate andMay and Baker for donating Stemetil for use on the expedition,
an account of which may be read in Ankarana, a Rediscovered Reserve in
Northem Madagascar, by J M Wilson, P D Stewart, and S V Fowler, and
published by Oryx.
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Lifecycle

D P C TOMSON

On 10 August .1986 a half baked joke first uttered over a long
distance telephone wire became a senous fact. Well it was never that
serious and didn't actually become, a complete fact till our arrival
home 11 bone shaking .months later. But on that. butterfly
stomached day I-previously a moderately responsible doctor
and Helen Gorsky-a teacher in search of a wider vision than
suburbn primary school-set offfrom'London Bridge on a custom
made tandem to cycle to Chinain aid ofOxfam and for personal fun.
The first six weeks of gradually less painful pedalling took us to

the edge of the Bosphorus. We travelled 'through parts of western
and eastern Europe, enjoying the cheese of the Netherlands, the
rain ofGermany, the apple strudel of Austria, the hospitality of the
Hungarians, the valleys and rivers of Yugoslavia, and the political
discussions of the Bulgarians. The next six weeks took us to the
shadow of the magnificent Agri Dag, better known as Mount
Ararat, on the border ofTurkey, which was full ofwonderful people
and terrifyingly wild dogs, and Iran, which had a few terrifying
people and no dogs at all. After a brief pause while we got used to
wearing a chador (a black cover all tent), chelo kebab (the only
available food outside of a friend's house in Tehran), and a small
dose of piles in the desert city of Yazd we entered Pakistan. Here I
think we experienced the greatest riding and the greatest hospitality
of the trip, culminating with Christmas in the crazy jumble of
mountains of the North West Frontier Province. We had chicken
with walnut stuffing, Hunza apricots with fresh yoghurt, and
Christmas carols played on a penny whistle and danced to by a
hunch backed ex-Kashmiri ranger.

India brought festivals, erotic temples, crowds of inquisitive
bicycle enthusiasts, a visit to the Oxfam project that we were raising
money for, and days of ever changing sights, sounds, smells, and
feels. Bangladesh brought us face to face with one of the most
painful ironies of the year-such great inequality and brave
suffering in one of the most beautiful and fertile countries of the
world. And then we left the ground for the first time and flew over
Burma to Thailand, where we ate, boiled in the sun, rested in the
cool of Buddhist temples, broke an axle in a tiny smuggling town,
and ate some more. We also cycled another 3000 km and collected
seven outlandish straw hats. From there to Malaysia, where a doctor
holds the reins of power (Mohadir Bin Mohammed), and the
Chinese the power ofthe economy, where positive discrmination is
written into the laws and positive delight worked into the food.
(Notice how close food is to a cyclist's heart.) The final leg ofthe trip
took us to Hong Kong and Macau, an old Portuguese colony well
worth a visit ifyou are out in that part ofthe world, and then China.
There we had an excellent month of completely illegal cycling, of

halting political discussions in Chinese and of "end of trip"
indulgence on a cruise back to Hong Kong and our ffight home.

Medica Miscellanea

The following is what I hope should be an amusing but not
altogether frivolous account of some of the more medical moments
of the trip. Incidentally the "Lifecycle" account with Oxfam is still
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Pakistan street dentist.

open if anyone feels that they would like to contribute. (Lifecycle,
Oxfam Regional Office, 1 Windmill Road, Headington, Oxford.)

I've just been along to the personnel department at my new place
ofwork armed with all the usual bits and pieces that are demanded
of you before you can work the P45 form, birth certificate, and
details ofqualification and registration. As I handed over the latter I
smiled inwardly and wondered whether, this time, they would
believe that I really was a doctor. Crossing the border from India to
Bangladesh last year the immigration officials hadn't believed what
was written in the profession column ofmy passport; looking me up
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and down they'd shaken their heads and said simply, "Impossible,
you are thin man, and doctors have strong fat body."
Now it may be that their scepticism was increased by the fact that

I was sitting on a large yellow tandem dressed in an outlandish pair
of Turkish trousers-the type that look like special hospital issue
for the old boy with the enormous inguinal hernia-and with a face
covered in the collected grime of the route from Calcutta to the
border, but the given reason for their doubt was that doctors are fat
and I was thin. And when you think about it the logic is clear:
passports can be forged (as can most documents, especially in Asia)
but fatness is real. It is a manifestation ofwealth, unsurprisingly, in
a country where 80% of the people are existing on a diet containing
less than the World Health Organisation's defined minimum daily
energy intake. It is also a country where doctors are rich, which is
also unsurprising as 8000 of the 9000 doctors in Bangladesh service
the needs of the 20% of the population who live in Dhaka, where
there is money to be made in private practice and not in serving the
needs of the rural people who comprise 80% of the 100 million
population.
So I had a hard task persuading them that I was a doctor, and did

so amid much laughter and many cups of tea. No official occasion
and most unofficial occasions are complete without several cups of
tea. No sooner had I done so than one of the older customs men
produced a masterful paroxysm of coughing, turned a gentle shade
of purple, and declared that only I could solve his alarming medical

problems. I said that he looked remarkably well for someone who
smoked as much as he did, accepted a final cup of tea, and pedalled
off into the beautiful Bangladesh countryside.

Constant requests for medical advice

But that wasn't the first or last time that I was consulted, for
travelling from England to China on a tandem provided some
excellent medical miscellanea. Turkey brought plenty of arthritic
knees to light. Well, to be more accurate, the knees were usually
thrust between my plate of food and my face. In Iran I had the
opportunity to talk to a doctor who had been partially blinded by a
chemical weapon that had exploded outside the front line hospital to
which he had been drafted. He had been to England for treatment
and was now more or less better. Consequently he was being drafted

back to the front line for another tour ofduty in the near future. All
young doctors in Iran can expect to sped at least one month a year
serving the 'cause of the "Jihad" (Holy War).

In Pakistan I sat in on a young doctor's street clinic where all fever
was treated by blunderbuss treatmentofantimalarials, antityphoids,
antibiotics, steroids, and vitamin tonic. If the client doesn't have
enough money for them all he will usually ask the drug seller's
advice and may well end up buying the vitamin tonic, the one with
the greatest profit margin and the one that is most strongly
promoted by the drug representative. I had several opportunities to
look at the range of drugs sold in various pharmacies in Asia, and I
was struck by the pioneering work done in Bangladesh in imple-
menting a version of the WHO rational drugs policy and thus
avoiding many of the heinous drugs and selling practices of
neighbouring countries. It wasn't the first time that I felt that
Britain could learn something from the developing world.

In Asia generally a combination of banks and cups of tea was a
sure recipe for medical inquiries. In Pakistan the genial bank
manager leaned conspiratorially across the tea cups and instead of
saying, "There's nothing left in your account sir," which I would
have found quite normal, asked, with a note of urgency, "Do you
know how I can stop having children?" Well, such a question
provided me with a horrifying array of cultural, ethical, practical,
and diplomatic quandaries. For a start, what was the most likely
English word he knew for sexual intercourse. "Joining" seemed a
suitably vague one to me. Did the Pathan tribesman with the rifle
and eye patch, who was standing in the queue behind me,
understand English, and if so where did he stand on contraception?
For that matter, where did the Koran stand on contraception, and
would the Pathan stand on my toe? Was the Islamic calendar
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amenable to the rhythm method-well at least the bank manager

should be able to draw graphs.
Notwithstanding the turmoil in my head I plunged in, so to

speak, and was soon stuck on the definition ofbarrier methods. I left
him, I think, with the lasting impression that the best way to avoid
more children was to erect a fence round his wife. We left to the
sound ofprofuse thanks, at least I hope it was thanks. I had even less
to say to the bank clerk who inquired, while handing over my
travellers' cheques, what he should do about his daughter's habit of

Street drugs vendor in Bangadesh.

eating earth. Imumbled Something about phaseswe all go through,
and wondered preciselywhat phase I was goingthrough being mad
enough to cycle'round theworld on a tandem.

Avoiding the long distance lorry driver

I doubtedmyown sanity on numerous occasions, but sometimes I
was more worried about the sanity of those we met. In India we sat
down one morning for our breakfast at a roadside hut in the middle
ofa longopen plain. Also taking a breakfrom their journey were two
Sikh lorry drivers, who were busy washing in an irrigation tank,
along with the local doctor who had left his clinic for a cup of tea in
the chai shop. We got talking and the older of the two drivers
intimated that he would like a consultatioi. With the village doctor
acting as translator it emerged that some time ago the driver had
been in a crash and sustained a severe head injury. His newly
washed head was thrust between me and my omelette. There was a

large piece of cranium missing below the'occipital scalp. That
wasn't the problem. The problem was that he had trouble with his
long distance vision despite several impressive medications from an
ophthalmologist in Calcutta. I attempted to quantify the magnitude
of his visual defect and was horrified to find that it was substantial.
Now to'a budding neurologist this might be only the beginning of
his or her investigations, but to us there was only one question
remaining. I'n which direction was he planning to drive his lorry?
We asked and with fond farewells set off in the opposite direction,

keeping an eye on the mirror in case he changed his mind. No doubt
before long we would bump into another medical curiosity, but for
now we wanted only to avoid bumping into him.

Newcastle General Hospital, Newcastle upon Tyne NE46BE
D PC TOMSON, BA, BM, senior house officer
Correspondence to: 46 Cartington Terrace, Heaton, Newcastle upon Tyne
NE6 5SE.
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